
  
Abstract—Firstly, this paper reports about the probabilistic 

solutions of the problems in engineering design (i.e. applications in 
mining industry - hard rock disintegration process, and applications 
in biomechanics & traumatology - designing of the external fixators 
applied in traumatology and orthopaedics).Secondly,this paper 
reports about the new probabilistic application in economics 
(evaluation of an investment project). Theory and applications of the 
Simulation-Based Reliability Assessment (SBRA) Method (i.e.direct 
probabilistic Monte Carlo approach) are presented in the solutions 
and evaluations. Applications of the SBRA method in these areas of 
are new and innovative trends in mechanics and economics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the Simulation-Based Reliability 

Assessment (SBRA) Method, as in [1] to [4], a probabilistic 
direct Monte Carlo approach, in which all inputs are given by 
bounded histograms. Bounded histograms include the real 
variability of the variables. 

 
Fig. 1 Reliability function RF (SBRA Method) 

Using SBRA method, the probability of failure (i.e. the 
probability of undesirable situation) is obtained mainly by 
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analyzing the reliability function 
 

RF = RV – S, (1) 
 
see Fig. 1. Where RV is the reference (allowable) value and S 
is a variable representing the load effect combination (results 
of simulations). The probability of failure is the probability 
that S exceeds RV i.e. 

 
( )0RF ≤P . (2) 
 
This paper focuses on the SBRA Method applied in the area 

of engineering design (report about mining - hard rock 
disintegration process, and report about 
biomechanics & traumatology - designing of the external 
fixators applied for treatment of fractures) and in economics 
(new application - evaluation of an investment 
project).Another applications of the SBRA Method are 
mentioned too. 

II. APPLICATION IN THE MINING INDUSTRY 

 

 
Fig. 2 Example of mechanical interaction between bits and hard rock 
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and FE modelling (ore disintegration process) 

This chapter is focused on the modelling and designing of 
excavation tool for the mechanical contact between the bit and 
the platinum ore and its evaluation (i.e. report about the 
practical application in the mining technology and rock 
mechanics), see Fig. 2 and 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Ore disintegration process – Finite Element mesh and 

boundary conditions (solution via FEM) 

However, material properties of the ore have a large 
stochastic variability. Hence, the stochastic approach (i.e. 
SBRA Method in combination with FEM is applied). The 
probabilistic inputs, i.e. elastic properties (Modulus of 
elasticity E and Poisson's ratio µ) and plastic properties (yield 
stress Rp and fracture stress Rm) are described by bounded 
histograms, for example see Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Material properties of the ore (probabilistic inputs, stress vs. 

plastic strain) 

The results were subsequently statistically evaluated. 
Because of the material non-linearities, the mechanical 
contacts with friction, the large number of elements, many 
iteration steps, and the choice of 500 Monte Carlo simulations, 
four parallel computers were used to handle the large 
computational requirements. From the results, the total 

reaction forces Rv /N/ can be calculated (stochastic result). 
Reliability function RF, see eq. (1), can be defined by 

 
,RRRF

FEMSBRA,MAXVALLOWABLEMAXV −= . (3) 

 
where

ALLOWABLEMAXVR  /N/ is the allowable reaction force in 

the cutting bit, which can be acquired from the real capacity of 
the whole cutter-loader system in the mine and 

N5068R 1098
984FEMSBRA,MAXV

+
−=  is the maximum total 

reaction force (acquired from 500 Monte Carlo simulations). If 
situations when 0RF ≤  occur, then the cutter-loader system 
is overloaded. 

Hence, fully probabilistic assessment can be calculated by 
comparing of probabilities 

 
( ) ,0RF ALLOWABLEPP ≤≤ . (4) 
 
where ALLOWABLEP  is the acceptable probability of 

overloading of the cutting-loader system. All the results 
presented here were applied for optimizing and redesigning of 
the cutting bit (excavation tool for platinum ore), see Fig. 2a 
and 5. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Final shape of excavation toll and its cutting bit for platinum 

ore disintegration process 

For more information see [1] and [16]. 
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III. APPLICATIONS IN BIOMECHANICS 

According to the current studies and research, performed at 
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, Traumatology Centre 
of the University Hospital of Ostrava and MEDIN a.s., the 
current design of external fixators (applied in traumatology, 
surgery and orthopaedics) must be modified, see Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6 Design of external fixators a) based on metals - current design, 

heavier, expensive, etc. b) based on reinforced polymers - new 
design, lighter, cheap, more friendly etc.) 

There are real needs to make a modern design of fixators 
which satisfy new trends and demands in medicine: 

• Applications of new smart materials (the outer parts of 
fixators must be x-ray invisible, see Fig. 7 - which leads to 
shortening the operating time and reducing the radiation 
exposure of patients and surgeons. Antibacterial protection 
- application of nanotechnologies to prevent or reduce 
possible infection and weight optimization). 

• New design (according to shape, ecological perspective, 
patient's comfort, reducing the time of the operation, 
reducing the overall cost, "friendly-looking design"). 

• Numerical modelling, experiments and measuring of the 
real loadings (i.e. SBRA application, FEM, strain gauges 
etc.). 

 
Fig. 7 Problems with high x-ray absorption (it is difficult to see 

broken limbs because there are too many metal parts) 

The new proposed designs are based on SBRA Method 
application, see Fig. 8. 

 
Fig.8 Typical loading spectrum of an external fixator (histogram, 

overloading is included). 

For more information (practical results) see [5] to [9] and 
[14] and [15]. 

IV. APPLICATION IN ECONOMICS 
The Monte Carlo simulation (i.e. SBRA Method) is a useful 

tool not only in technical sciences but it can be also effectively 
used in economics. 

One of the most important questions for a business today is 
how to evaluate and choose the right investment proposal that 
will increase the business value, which is considered to be the 
main financial objective of every business [12]. 

It is not an easy task because it is necessary to decide, 
whether the expected future benefits (usually expressed in 
money) are large enough to justify the current expenditure. 
The managers’ decision-makingshould be based on data 
reflecting the real life situation. They should also take into 
account the relevant risks related to the investment proposal. 

Suppose that you are considering an investment project. The 
financial evaluation of any investment proposal involves three 
discrete steps [11]: 

1.  Estimation of the relevant cash flows,  
2.  Calculation of a figure of merit for the investment, 
3.  Comparison of the figure of merit to an acceptance 

criterion. 

The first step, estimating the relevant cash flows, is the 
most challenging one. It is usually requiring thorough 
understanding of a business’ markets, competitive position, 
and long-run intentions. The most important problem is the 
fact that many important costs and benefits are hardly 
measurable in monetary terms. 

The second step, a figure of merit has to be calculated. 
A common figure of merit is rate of return, which translates 
the cash inflows and outflows associated with an investment 
into a single number summarizing its economic worth. 

An acceptance criterion (in the third step) is a standard of 
comparison that helps the managers determine whether a 
figure of merit is attractive enough to warrant acceptance. 

In practice, we usually use in a decision-making process the 
net present value NPV concept. According to equation (1), the 
net present value is the difference between a project’s value 
and its cost, see [10] 
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, (5) 
 

where PV is the present value of the project cash flows and is 
usually expressed by equation 

 

( )∑
= +

=
T

1t
t

t

r1
CF

PV , (6) 

 
where variable tCF  is cash flow in year t, r is the discount 
rate (also known as the opportunity cost of capital, i.e. the 
return one could earn on the next best alternative) and T is the 
total life of the project in years. 

The discount rate is frequently used to adjust an 
investment’s cash flows for risk and hence is also known as a 
risk-adjusted discount rate. The discounted cash flow method 
considered in this example is relevant whenever a company 
contemplate an investment project entailing costs or benefits 
that extend beyond one year. 

The parameter I in eq. (5) is the required initial investment. 
If you want to create value for the owners of a business, you 
should accept investment projects with positive NPV (the 
higher the NPV, the better) and eschew negative-NPV 
projects. Zero-NPV activities are marginal because they 
neither create nor destroy wealth or business, see [11].  

Mathematically expressed according eq. (5), when 
NPV > 0, then you should accept the investment; when 
NPV < 0, then you should reject the investment because the 
costs of the project are greater than the financially expressed 
benefitand when NPV = 0, then the investment is marginal. 
Therefore, we should accept only projects with positive net 
present value. 

Although, it is more often used deterministic (old) approach 
for calculating the net present value of a project, the variables 
CFt, i and even I are rather stochastic in reality and NPV has 
the characteristics analogical to the reliability function defined 
in eq. (1) or (5). Hence, new and original way, the 
probabilistic assessment (i.e. a new application of SBRA 
Method in economics), see eq. (2), can be calculated by 
comparing of probabilities 

 
( ) ,0NPV ACCEPTABLEPP ≤≤ , (7) 
 

where ACCEPTABLEP  is the acceptable probability of NPV 
lesser than zero (i.e. acceptable probability of risk, acceptable 
probability of pecuniary loss). ACCEPTABLEP is rather 
subjective in this example because it depends on the investor’s 
attitude to risk, see explanation in Fig. 9. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Definition of the acceptable probability 

The probabilistic characteristics for apractical example of 
investment project (i.e. input data for AntHill software, for 
example see Fig. 10, 11 and 12) are presented in Table I. 

 
Variable Type Parameters Comment 
I /money/, 

/CZK/ 
Truncated 

normal 
distribution 

Min 9.5×106 

Med 9.999×106 

Max 1.05×107 

see Fig. 10 

T Constant 5 years time 
CF1 /money/, 

/CZK/ 
Truncated 

normal 
distribution 

Min 1.8×106 

Med 2×106 

Max 2.2×106 

1st year, see 
Fig. 11 

CF2 /money/, 
/CZK/ 

Truncated 
normal 

distribution 

Min 2.125×106 

Med 2.502×106 

Max 2.875×107 

2nd year, see 
Fig. 12 

CF3 /money/, 
/CZK/ 

Truncated 
normal 

distribution 

Min 2.4×106 

Med 3×106 

Max 3.6×106 

3rd year, see 
Fig. 13 

CF4 /money/, 
/CZK/ 

Truncated 
normal 

distribution 

Min 2.625×106 

Med 3.502×106 

Max 4.375×106 

4th year, see 
Fig. 14 

CF5 /money/, 
/CZK/ 

Truncated 
normal 

distribution 

Min 2.8×106 

Med 3.996×106 

Max 5.2×106 

5th year, see 
Fig. 15 

r /1/ Truncated 
normal 

distribution 

Min 0.09 

Med 0.1 

Max 0.11 

see Fig.16 

Table I Input data of an investment project (Min, Med and Max are 
minimum, median and maximum values) 

 
Fig. 10 Histogram of the required initial investment I (106 Monte 

Carlo simulations, stochastic input) 

We can see in Table I and Fig. 10 that it is an investment 
project for five years with initial investment around 10 million 
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Czech Crowns /CZK/ (i.e. median value 9998704 CZK). 
Hence, it can be written in the form 
I =  CZK. 

The cash flows during the life of the project differ from 
about 2 million CZK in year 1 (i.e. 
CF1 =  CZK), see Fig. 11, to about 4 million 
CZK in year 5 (i.e. CF5 =  CZK), see 
Fig. 15. Hence, histograms for CF1 to CF5 are presented in 
Fig. 11 to 15 and Table. I. 

 
Fig. 11 Histogram of the cash flow in year 1 (CF1 - 106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

 
Fig. 12 Histogram of the cash flow in year 2 (CF2 - 106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

 
Fig. 13 Histogram of the cash flow in year 3 (CF3 - 106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

 
Fig. 14 Histogram of the cash flow in year 4 (CF4 - 106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

 
Fig. 15 Histogram of the cash flow in year 5 (CF5 - 106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

The discount rate (the opportunity cost of capital, i.e 
parameter r) is within the range 0.09 – 0.11, see Fig. 16 and 
Tab. I. 

 
 

 
Fig. 16 Histogram of the discount rate r  (106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic input) 

After calculations of 106 simulations of Monte Carlo 
method (i.e. application of AntHill software, see Fig. 17), the 
functions PV, see Fig. 18, and NPV, see Fig. 19, can be 
calculated. The output data from AntHill software are 
presented in Table II. 
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Fig. 17 Programming (AntHill software, application in economics) 

 
Fig. 18 Histogram of present value PV (106 Monte Carlo simulations, 

stochastic output) 

 
Fig. 19 Histogram of net present value NPV (106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic output) 

Variable Parameters Comment 
PV /money/ Min 9.318×106 

Med 11.012×106 

Max 12.778×106 

see Fig. 18 

NPV /money/ Min -9.991×105 

Med 1.013×106 

Max 2.894×106 

see Fig. 19 and 20 

Table II Output data of an investment project (Min, Med and Max are 
minimum, median and maximum values) 

 
We can also calculate via Anthill software the probability 

P(NPV≤0) = 0.0069 (i.e. the risk of nonpositiveNPV is 
0.69 %). This is clearly presented in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 using 
geometric probability. In this example, the result is very 
acceptable even for risk-averse investor. 

 
Fig. 20 2D histogram of reliability function (106 Monte Carlo 

simulations, stochastic output) 

V. CONCLUSION 
Report about the application of the Simulation-Based 

Reliability Assessment (SBRA) Method in the area of rock 
mechanics (hard rock disintegration process - design of 
excavation tool), biomechanics & traumatology (design of 
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external fixators) was presented. 
New application in economics (investment project 

evaluation), which leads to practical applications, 
waspresented. 

Application of the SBRA method is a modern and 
innovative trend in engineering and it can be also used in 
economics. The development of SBRA Method is evident (see 
also [1], [2], [6], [13] and [16]). Nature is stochastic and 
therefore SBRA Method is a good tool to perform real 
reliability assessments, for example see its new application in 
geomechanics presented in Fig. 21 and 22 and references [2] 
and [13]. 

 

Fig. 21 Application of SBRA Method in mechanics of continental 
plates, see [2] and [13] (introduction) 

 
Fig. 22Application of SBRA Method in mechanics of continental 

plates, see [2] and [13] (reliability function – stochastic output) 
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